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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Colleagues,

Thank you for your kind and insightful comments on our Manuscript: manuscript ID 565777918966469. These are our answers point by point to each reviewer. All the modifications of the revised manuscript are in RED.

To the Attention of Dr VALERIA MARIGO:

1) In this version of the manuscript, we looked for deletions in the 27 patients where no mutation was found.

2) I am myself an MD ophthalmologist specialized in France in the study of Albinisms as well as a PhD. There are cases where the mother has very subtle signs and is a carrier of an OA1 mutation and cases where the oculo-cutaneous albinism is mild with blond hairs and a fundus showing a very mid pigmentation. Only 90% of the mothers of children affected by X linked ocular albinism display fundal signs. In 10% of the cases there is nothing found.

3) We agree with Dr MARIGO on the point concerning the THREONINE 166: We introduced the related modifications which suggest also that the mutation of this amino acid residue is pathogenic.

4) Concerning the Frameshift mutation that was potentially susceptible to modify the interaction with the ligand, we modified the sentence according to the suggestion of Dr VARIGO.

5) We included the modifications suggested by Dr MARIGO in the text of the Manuscript.
To The Attention of Dr MARIA-VITTORIA SCHIAFFINO

1) We agree with Dr MARIA-VITTORIA SCHIAFFINO on the point concerning the THREONINE 166: We introduced the related modifications which suggest also that the mutation of this amino acid residue is pathogenic.

2) We provided the information concerning the chromatograms by specifying who was a carrier and who was an affected patient.

3) We modified the text of the manuscript according to the suggestions of Dr SCHIAFFINO.

We were unable to further characterize the deletions or exon skipping due to a shortage in money and reagents.

With our kindest regards

Marc Abitbol MD,PhD